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DO I SEE A PATTERN HERE?
Human beings love patterns. It is hard-wired into our brains and there is little doubt
that pattern recognition was an essential survival skill when we were clever but slow
and weak primates trying to avoid becoming dinner for lions and tigers and bears.
Homo Sapiens survived as a species because we learned to make good guesses
about what might happen next. Watching gazelles run away meant that something
lethal was stalking them. Bees flying in and out of a hole in a tree probably meant
there was some honey there. Birds flying south meant it was about to get cold.
As we evolved over the millennia we became more
sophisticated, but we never stopped looking for
patterns. For about 2,000 years, generations of
priests and oracles made a good living examining
the livers of sheep for patterns. Both the New and
Old testaments are replete with examples of signs
and portents which forecast future events. Even
such simple proverbs as “Red sky at morning, sailors
take warning” are examples of using patterns to
predict the future.
It is little wonder, then, that the financial world is full
of fortune tellers, diviners and prophets. Each claims
to be able to forecast the future direction of markets
by comparing the present to the past. If the pattern
matches, what happened then will likely happen in
the near future. So deep and abiding is our love of
patterns that we generally fail to notice when these
prophecies fail. The market for forecasting seems to
be unshakeable.
An entire species of financial analysts, known as
technicians, spends its days looking at charts,
comparing them to other charts, and predicting
what will happen next based on patterns they discern. There is a lively market for software that does
much the same. It has always seemed to me that if
technical analysis worked (and there are shelves and
shelves of books on the subject), or if the software
worked, pretty much all market participants would
use it, and then, of course, it would no longer work.
Other analysts, mostly working for large bankowned brokerage houses, publish reams of reports
which set “target” prices for stocks, based on pains-

taking parsing of financial statements, the utterances
of corporate officers, and not infrequently, the
urgings of their investment banking departments.
I remember clearly a report from Canada’s largest
brokerage which re-affirmed Nortel as a “Strong Buy”
at $128 per share, which turned out to be its peak.
Three years later, it was bankrupt and its shares were
worthless. It is easy to find similar gilt-edged
recommendations for such fallen angels as Valent
Pharmaceuticals, which is the current poster-child
for wealth destruction, having vaporized some $88
billion of shareholder wealth in less than two years.
In some ways, pattern recognition is no more than
laziness, a resort to what Daniel Kahneman calls “fast
thinking”. A sailor seeing a red sky doesn’t have to
learn about meteorology or what causes dangerous
storms. A technical analyst seeing a familiar “head
and shoulders” pattern doesn’t have to take time to
learn about a company, its products or its industry.
Since the answer is in the pattern, no deeper
thinking is required. Sometimes fast thinking is good
enough. In our view, it is no substitute for rigorous
analysis.
We don’t think it is possible to tell the future by
looking at the past. We don’t think the fact that one
stock looks like another is enough to tell you what
will happen next. We are realistic and understand that
every decision we make is fraught with uncertainty;
as it is for each and every market participant.
Since we do not and cannot know the future, our best
response is to do as much work and as much deep
thinking as we can before we make an investment

decision. This does not guarantee a great result, but
it gives us the best odds of success. Reading
financial statements, understanding a company and
its industry, and being conversant with
macroeconomic trends gives us the basic
ingredients for our investment decisions. Vigorous
discussion and debate by an informed and
knowledgeable investment committee ultimately
lead to our portfolio buys and sells.
It is not uncommon for clients to question us closely
about investment decisions which, in retrospect,
have not turned out well. Why, they wish to know,
did you buy this stock, which is so obviously (now) a
turkey? The answer is we bought it without
being able to tell the future. Perhaps we didn’t (and
couldn’t) know that the CEO was struggling and
about to be replaced by the Board; maybe we didn’t
recognize a sudden change in demographics or
consumer preferences which would result in lower
demand for a product; sometimes we simply didn’t
foresee a political change which would alter a
company’s prospects.
No experienced portfolio manager is so arrogant as
to believe that every stock that is bought will go up;
no client should be so naïve as to believe anyone
who tells them otherwise. The world is simply too

complex, and the world of investment subject to too
many unknowable factors, to allow any semblance
of perfection.
In this spring of 2017 we are faced with even more
uncertainty than usual. The Trump administration is
highly erratic and completely unpredictable. Its
policies could have wide-ranging impacts on sectors
as diverse as healthcare, infrastructure, energy production and weapons procurement. Nobody,
including us, knows what might happen next.
However, this is less discomfiting for us than it is for
many because we have always recognized that even
in the best of times, we really don’t know what is
going to happen next. Those who delude themselves
and their clients to the contrary are, I suppose,
now forced to face what is for them a new and
unpleasant reality.
A final note: in the investment world there are few
combinations as dangerous as that of arrogance
with ignorance. For those who are open to
instruction, the market is a great teacher of humility,
and we try to accept its lessons with grace, if not
with gratitude. At the same time, we work hard every day to combat our ignorance by reading, listening, thinking and discussing, knowing that there is
always more to learn.

MARKET PERFORMANCE IN THE FIRST QUARTER
The year got off to a roaring start with both January and February producing stellar
stock market returns on both sides of the border. The enthusiasm for presumed Trump
administration policies which had begun in November continued and markets were up
between 4% and 6% for the first two months of the year. Following the failure of the
administration’s attempt to replace the Affordable Health Act (“Obamacare”) the
markets became more subdued, and were largely unchanged in March.
Nonetheless, the first quarter was a good
one for most investors. The best sector by far
was large technology, with Apple gaining an
astonishing 24.5%, Facebook an almost

equally amazing 23% and companies such
as Oracle and Alphabet posting solid gains.
The big banks, such as Goldman Sachs and JP
Morgan, which led the charge at the end of

2016, lost initial gains in 2017 and ended the
quarter on a more subdued note. Canadian
banks, which had reached new highs in
February, pulled back somewhat in March but
still had positive returns for the quarter.
Investors continued to be wary of crossborder tax proposals from the Trump
administration, and this held back companies
which depend heavily on north-south trade.

almost universally expected. The US$, which
had been very strong against all major currencies
in late 2016 and early 2017, lost some of its
momentum, and the CDN$ ended the quarter
up about 0.9% or 7/10ths of a cent. The Bank of
Canada left interest rates unchanged, although
there is some evidence of a strengthening
economy which could lead to higher rates in
Canada sooner than expected.

As expected, the Federal Reserve Bank in the
U.S. raised short-term interest rates by 0.25%,
its second increase following years of highly
accommodative rates of almost 0%. Market
reaction was subdued as the move was

During the quarter the Canadian Federal
Government published its budget. There were
no substantial changes affecting investors and
the markets barely reacted.

WHAT’S NEW AT BASKIN WEALTH?
As you can see, the format of our reports to you has changed. Effective this
quarter we have converted to a new portfolio management platform. We hope to
be able to report to our clients in a more timely manner with reports that are easy
to understand and comprehensive. Some of the changes you see have been
mandated by changes to securities regulation under the “CRM II” program. If you
find the volume of information in the report overwhelming, we apologize; under
the new rules, we are required to provide much of this new material.
We expect to start a test period for our new online client portal in the coming
weeks. If this goes well, we hope that by the end of this quarter all clients will be
able to log in to the Baskin Wealth site and see their portfolios in real time. We will
keep you informed of our progress.
The next time you visit us at our offices you will immediately notice a change. After
ten years at 95 St. Clair West, we have renewed our lease for a further ten years,
and were fortunate enough to acquire the space adjoining ours on the north side
of the building. We now occupy about 8,000 sq. ft. of newly renovated space including a freshened-up reception area and four client meeting rooms. We look
forward to seeing you here.
There are two further important changes that clients will notice. Meetings are now
being booked by our new Client Service Coordinator, Nick Radakovic. As you know,
we strive to meet with each client family face to face at least once per year, so
please expect Nick to call if you have not been in for a visit in the last little while.
The other change involves our receptionist Meghna Solanki, who will be going on
maternity leave before the end of the quarter. So many of our clients have
commented on Meghna’s friendly smile and wonderfully welcoming attitude, and
I am sure they join us in wishing her all the best as her family grows.

